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The Pebble in my Pocket
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What 
have you 
learnt 
from 

reading 
these 
pages?
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Let’s re-read the text on page 20:

Which words and phrases are powerful? Why?
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Did you find these powerful verbs?

What effects do they have?


grinding

scraping

scouring

sculpting

roaring

groaning


What about these 
adjectives?


monstrous

colder and colder


shadowy
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Focus on the illustration…

What can you see in the picture?
How has the Earth changed?
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We’ve previously read about volcanoes, mountains, erosion, 
sea levels and moving tectonic plates dramatically changing 

the way our world looks and the evolution of life. 

What is changing the world in this era? 

Do you know what this era in the past was called?
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This period is known as The Ice Age!


What do you know about it?



Learn about ice ages and glaciers:

Ice ages are periods of time in which ice and glaciers have covered large portions of the planet. They have 

occurred and recurred on a number of occasions.


• Youtube: The impact of ice ages on our planet

• Youtube: What causes ice ages?


What do you think might be some of the consequences of recurring ice ages?


• National Geographic Youtube - Glaciers

• BBC Geography Youtube - Glaciers

• WorldWildlife website - Why glaciers are melting


What is the potential impact on the planet from dramatic changes to the size of the Earth’s glaciers?


• Climate message video

• Youtube: Climate Change Kids


Why are scientists worried about climate change? What can we do to help?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyUXvVkMBgQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4EZCy14te0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJgpDyP9ewQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NH-vnKR6A7A
https://www.worldwildlife.org/pages/why-are-glaciers-and-sea-ice-melting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0XEe4wQ4zk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sv7OHfpIRfU
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Who are these people? 

What do you know about them from this illustration? 

Make a list or mind map of what you notice and questions you have.  
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The Neanderthals (early humans)

• Natural History Museum: Who were the Neanderthals?

• National Geographic Youtube: Neanderthals

Use these links to learn about early human life on Earth…

https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/who-were-the-neanderthals.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMc81qpCQ3g
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What can we learn from the text about this 
group of people and the era in which they live?
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Focus on each character one at a time…

Using what you have learnt, act out what they might say. 

How do you think they feel? How might they speak?


Look closely at their facial expressions and body language to help.
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Write a speech bubble pretending you are living in the Stone Age… 

What might they have done during their day? What might they be 
pleased about? What might they be scared of? What do they want?

Think about…
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How do expert historians learn about life hundreds of 
thousands of years ago? 

They might use evidence from skeletons, DNA, tools, carvings and 
remains of settlements and camps. 


However, more recent civilisations have left behind oral and 
written stories, poems and songs to inform us but early humans 

(Neanderthals) did not write using any sort of alphabet. 


Stone Age people recorded their events and lives through pictures…
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Explore Cave paintings!

What can you see in the cave paintings? What can you learn 
from them? Why do you think these events were recorded? 

• Youtube: Explore cave paintings

• National Geographic Youtube: Cave Art

• BBC Youtube: Brian Cox visits oldest known cave paintings 

• BBC Newsround: Chauvet cave

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CX4KuIBmnjI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjejoT1gFOc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74woCKzVEIc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/32454428
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Let’s imagine!
If the group of 

Neanderthals from our 
illustration were to tell 
the story of their day 
using cave art, what 
might they paint?

Create your own cave artwork to tell their story. 
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Further activities:


Drama: Write a play script of the Stone Age scene. 

Art: Design your own cave art!


English: Write a story of ‘A day in the Stone Age’. It 
could even be a cartoon style!


Music: Go outside and explore what sounds you can make 
using natural materials (eg. using sticks or stones). 


D.T: Build a Stone Age scene (it could be hut in your 
garden, a shoebox model, sew Stone Age style clothing…)



